FELIX MENDELSSOHN BARTHOLDY (1809 – 1847)

»OEDIPUS IN KOLONOS« OP. 93 | INCIDENTAL MUSIC TO SOPHOCLES’S TRAGEDY
For speaking roles, bass solo, two men’s choruses and orchestra (Text adapted by Gerhard Löbling)

ACTORS
DOMINIQUE HORWITZ OEDIPUS | ANNA FRANZISKA SRNA ANTIGONE
ANNE BERG ISMENE | NIKOLAUS OKONKWO CREON
TILO PRÜCKNER THESEUS | SIMON ZIGAH POLYNEICES & CITIZEN OF COLONUS

CHORUS SOLOISTS
REINHARDT DECKER BASS (CHORUS LEADER) | ANDREAS FISCHER & KRISTIAN SØRENSEN TENORS
THOMAS RATZAK & GUN-WOOK LEE BASSES

MDR LEIPZIG RADIO SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA | LEADER WALTRAUT WÄCHTER
MDR LEIPZIG RADIO CHOIR (WOMEN) | REHEARSAL DIRECTOR HOWARD ARMAN
MDR LEIPZIG RADIO CHOIR (MEN) | REHEARSAL DIRECTOR ROBERT BLANK

JUN MÄRKL CONDUCTOR
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